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Herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1), the prototypical herpesvirus, has an icosahedral nucleocapsid surrounded by a proteinaceous tegument
and a lipoprotein envelope. As in tailed bacteriophages, the icosahedral symmetry of the capsid is broken at one of the 12 vertices, which is
occupied by a dodecameric ring of portal protein, UL6, instead of a pentamer of the capsid protein, UL19. The portal ring serves as a conduit for
DNA entering and exiting the capsid. From a cryo-EM reconstruction of capsids immuno-gold-labeled with anti-UL6 antibodies, we confirmed
that UL6 resides at a vertex. To visualize the portal in the context of the assembled capsid, we used cryo-electron tomography to determine the
three-dimensional structures of individual A-capsids (empty, mature capsids). The similarity in size and overall shape of the portal and a UL19
pentamer – both are cylinders of ∼800 kDa – combined with residual noise in the tomograms, prevented us from identifying the portal vertices
directly; however, this was accomplished by a computational classification procedure. Averaging the portal-containing subtomograms produced a
structure that tallies with the isolated portal, as previously reconstructed by cryo-EM. The portal is mounted on the outer surface of the capsid
floor layer, with its narrow end pointing outwards. This disposition differs from that of known phage portals in that the bulk of its mass lies
outside, not inside, the floor. This distinction may be indicative of divergence at the level of portal-related functions other than its role as a DNA
channel.
Published by Elsevier Inc.Keywords: Capsid assemby; Portal protein; Cryo-electron microscopy; Immuno-gold labelling; Three-dimentional image reconsructionIntroduction
The HSV-1 capsid initially assembles as a precursor
procapsid that subsequently matures, during DNA packaging
(Newcomb et al., 1996; Trus et al., 1996). Maturation starts with
proteolytic processing of the internal scaffolding protein,
UL26.5, which is then expelled: it also involves a major
conformational change in the surface shell that stabilizes the
fragile procapsid (Heymann et al., 2003). In these highly
distinctive behaviors, HSV-1 subscribes to the same paradigm as
tailed bacteriophages (Black et al., 1994; King and Chiu, 1997;⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +1 301 443 7651.
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doi:10.1016/j.virol.2006.10.047Hendrix and Duda, 1998; Cerritelli et al., 2002). In packaging,
phages translocate their DNA into the capsid via a specialized
channel, the portal, that occupies one of the capsid's 12
icosahedral vertices (Valpuesta and Carrascosa, 1994). After
packaging, the tail is attached at this site: the portal is
alternatively called the “connector” for that reason. Recently, it
has been established that HSV-1 also has a portal, the viral UL6
gene product (Newcomb et al., 2001, 2003; Burch and Weller,
2004; Thurlow et al., 2006), although it has no tail—the viral
envelope constituting the infection apparatus of this virus.
The subunits of known bacteriophage portals vary in size
from ∼36 kDa to ∼83 kDa (Agirrezabala et al., 2005b).
Nevertheless, generically, they form oligomeric rings with an
axial channel, giving a turbine-like appearance as visualized by
427G. Cardone et al. / Virology 361 (2007) 426–434electron microscopy (e.g. Dube et al., 1993; Orlova et al.,
2003; Agirrezabala et al., 2005a; Tang et al., 2005). In all well
documented cases, portals competent to be incorporated into
capsids have 12 subunits, although polymorphic variants with
different numbers of subunits are encountered in some
recombinant expression products (Kocsis et al., 1995; Lurz et
al., 2001; Valpuesta et al., 2000; Cingolani et al., 2002). High
resolution structures have been determined by X-ray crystal-
lography for the portal/connector of phage ϕ29—one of the
smallest such molecules, with a 36 kDa subunit (Simpson et
al., 2000; Guasch et al., 2002). It is plausible that the other,
larger, portal subunits have additional domains grafted onto a
common structural core, although there is seldom enough
sequence similarity to validate this hypothesis. Some recent
studies have succeeded in visualizing the portal in procapsids
and/or capsids by electron microscopy and image reconstruc-
tion (Tao et al., 1998; Agirrezabala et al., 2005a; Fokine et al.,
2005; Jiang et al., 2006). In view of the asymmetric position of
the portal vertex, they employed reconstruction schemes based
on 5-fold symmetry or no symmetry, instead of the 60-fold
icosahedral symmetry commonly applied to capsids (Baker et
al., 1999). For the phages studied, the bulk of the portal mass
was observed to be located on the interior side of the capsid
shell.
Previously, we used cryo-electron microscopy and image
reconstruction to characterize the HSV-1 UL6 protein purified
from a recombinant baculovirus system (Trus et al., 2004). This
expression product turned out to be polymorphic with 11-fold to
14-fold rings: nevertheless, in cryo-electron micrographs, we
were able to distinguish the 12-fold rings – which appear to be
the physiologically relevant form (see above) – and calculate a
three-dimensional structure at 16 Å resolution. Noting many
similarities and some differences between capsid assembly as
practiced by herpesviruses and the tailed bacteriophages
(Steven et al., 2005; Bamford et al., 2005; Baines and Duffy,
2006), we were interested in how the HSV-1 portal is
configured in the context of an assembled capsid. However,
because the HSV-1 capsid has no tail attached nor a prolate
morphology to mark the site of the portal vertex, we could not
perform a non-symmetric reconstruction directly; instead,
alternative strategies were required.
To address this issue, we performed cryo-electron micro-
scopy and image analysis of capsids immuno-gold labeled with
anti-UL6 antibodies, and cryo-electron tomography (Grüne-
wald et al., 2003; Lucic et al., 2005) of unlabeled capsids. To
minimize potential ambiguities in interpreting densities close
to the inner surface of the capsid shell, the latter experiments
were performed with A-capsids, which are essentially empty.
(Of the three kinds of capsids that may be recovered from the
nuclei of cells infected with wild-type HSV-1, C-capsids
contain packaged DNA but not the scaffolding protein,
UL26.5; B-capsids lack DNA but retain the scaffolding
protein; and A-capsids contain neither DNA nor the scaffold-
ing protein. All three capsids have the mature conformation of
the surface shell.) To confirm the findings of the tomographic
analysis, we performed complementary experiments by freeze-
fracture EM.Results and discussion
Cryo-EM reconstruction of B-capsids labeled with anti-UL6
antibodies and colloidal gold
Our initial strategy was to reconstruct capsids using lower
than icosahedral symmetry, i.e. 5-fold symmetry or no
symmetry. To do so, we first had to identify the portal vertex
on each capsid. For this purpose, we used immuno-gold
labeling with anti-UL6 antibodies. These experiments were
performed with B-capsids because we could obtain them in
greater abundance than A-capsids or C-capsids. As a con-
sequence of the many grid washings required in the immuno-
labeling protocol, we could only obtain a few capsids per
micrograph. Nevertheless, a total of 634 capsids were collected
from digitized micrographs and analyzed. The majority (73%)
of labeled capsids had only one gold bead, and the remainder,
two or three beads. In view of the ambiguity of multiple labels,
the analysis was restricted to the 460 singly labeled capsids.
We determined the orientations of these capsids by projec-
tion-matching relative to a pre-existing density map (Methods).
To prevent the strongly scattering gold beads from interfering
with this analysis, they were painted out to the local background
density. After the orientation of a given capsid was determined,
the corresponding projection of the reference map – in which the
positions of the 12 vertices are specified – was used to identify
the labeled vertex. In some orientations, two or more vertices
project close together. Such ambiguous cases had to be
discarded. The remaining capsids (N=156) were reconstructed
with 5-fold symmetry and with no symmetry. However, the
resulting density maps turned out to be too noisy to yield
conclusive information about the portal vertex (data not shown).
Based on this experience and the numbers of particles (>104)
that were used to obtain adequate no-symmetry reconstructions
of (smaller) capsids (Jiang et al., 2006; Lander et al., 2006), we
concluded that a prohibitively large number of micrographs
would be needed in this case. However, these data did provide
positive confirmation that UL6 resides at a vertex. A
reconstruction in which icosahedral symmetry was imposed is
presented in Fig. 1b. It establishes that the gold beads – and
hence, the UL6 molecules – are vertex-associated.
Cryo-electron tomography of A-capsids
In a second attempt to visualize the portal complex in situ,
we analyzed A-capsids by cryo-electron tomography. A-capsids
were used, as we anticipated that their tomograms should be
more readily interpretable in the absence of the partially ordered
scaffold material present in B-capsids. Seven tilt series were
recorded and 150 capsids were extracted from the resulting
tomograms. Their resolution was ∼5.5 nm in-plane, according
to the NLOO2D criterion (Cardone et al., 2005). A central slice
through one of these tomograms is shown in Fig. 2.
Our strategy was to align capsids from the tomograms
consistently and then average them, and our initial hope was that
the noise level would be low enough to allow the portal vertices
to be identified directly by visual inspection. A modeling
Fig. 1. (a) Cryo-electron microscopy of HSV-1 B-capsids, labeled with anti-UL6
polyclonal antiserum and 10 nm gold particles. Bar=50 nm. (b) Cryo-EM
reconstruction based on 156 capsids (blue). A difference map calculated
between the reconstruction in which the gold beads were included and one in
which they were erased from the projection images (the same origins and
orientation angles were used in both cases and were determined from the latter
data), shows density of the gold beads concentrated over the vertices (green
pentagons). This difference map confirms that UL6 is vertex-resident. The top
right quadrant shows a central section that emphasizes the much greater density
of the gold beads. Bar=20 nm.
428 G. Cardone et al. / Virology 361 (2007) 426–434experiment comparing the UL6 dodecamer with a UL19
pentamer from a B-capsid reconstruction – both, essentially
noise-free – showed that the two structures should be readily
distinguishable at 5.5 nm resolution (data not shown; see also
Frangakis et al., 2002). However, residual noise, combined with
the resolution anisotropy generated by the “missing wedge”
effect (Frank, 1992), prevented us from discriminating the portal
vertices with confidence by visual criteria.
Identification of the portal vertices by template-matching
Next, we conducted a computational classification based on
correlation analysis. The capsids were rotated into a standard
orientation and 12 vertex-containing volumes were excised
from each. In a classification experiment, all 12 vertices of a
given capsid were compared with a reference structure (see
below), and the one that gave the best match was taken to be the
portal vertex. Thus identified, the portal vertices of all 150
capsids, already aligned, were then averaged. Such anexperiment can have only three outcomes: the UL19 pentamer;
the portal structure (assuming it to be significantly different
from the UL19 pentamer); or some linear combination thereof.
Since 92% (11/12) vertices are UL19 pentamers, a random
classification will give a result indistinguishable from the UL19
pentamer. Only if the reference is capable of picking out the
portal vertex with quite high efficiency – say, 75–80% – do we
expect to obtain a reliable result, clearly discriminated from the
UL19 pentamer.
We performed classifications using as reference, the cryo-EM
reconstruction of UL6 in both orientations (up/down) and at
various radial positions relative to the plane of the capsid shell
(see Materials and methods). Only for one orientation –with the
narrow end of the UL6 dodecamer pointing outwards – did the
classification return a result consistent with the starting model.
At the optimal radial setting for the portal protein, its wider end
docks snugly into the cavity in the floor layer created by the
removal of a UL19 pentamer. Classification with the portal in the
other orientation did not return the reference structure, but
instead, a UL19-like structure. This result provided an important
confirmation that the outcome of the previous classification did
not simply result from imprinting noise on a template, i.e.
recovering a replica of the starting model. As a further control,
classification was performed with a geometrical model that
recapitulated, in simplified form, the main features of the portal.
It also yielded the portal structure from the tomographic data set
(and not the synthetic model). When this reference was shifted
up or down by more than 2.5 nm from the optimal position, the
result switched to a UL19 pentamer-like structure.
Structure of the portal-discriminated A-capsid
The classification described above allowed us to average the
150 capsid tomograms in a consistent orientation, yielding an
asymmetric representation of the A-capsid at 6 nm resolution
(Fig. 3). The portal complex is mounted on the outer surface of
the capsid floor (Fig. 4), and it essentially replaces a pentamer at
one vertex. It closely resembles the cryo-EM structure when the
latter is limited to the same resolution except that it has an
additional, internal, axial density. We cannot determine whether
this density is residual noise, or an additional protein
component, or results from a conformational change that
accompanies assembly of the portal into the capsid. The
adjacent UL19 hexamers do not seem to be affected by the
insertion of the portal protein. Like the UL19 pentamers at the
other vertices, the portal is surrounded by five triplexes (Fig. 4).
The protruding portion of the UL6 portal is somewhat smaller
than the UL19 pentamer protrusion (cf. Figs. 4a and b), but is
generally similar in shape and dimensions. The main differences
between the two protrusions are in their respective internal
structures (axial cavities).
Reconstruction versus tomography
It is noteworthy that although almost the same numbers of
capsids, 156 vs. 150, were used in the reconstruction as in the
tomographic analysis, the latter gave a better result. (The
Fig. 2. Central slice through a cryo-electron tomogram of a field of HSV-1 capsids. The slice is 3 nm thick. No denoising was applied to the tomogram. Bar=100 nm.
Most of the capsids present are A-capsids, i.e. empty capsids. A few are B-capsids (marked B), with more-or-less ordered internal material, representing the scaffolding
protein, UL26.5. Several of the gold particles used as fiducial markers are seen in the left/middle of the field. One of the A-capsids (top left) is missing part of its shell.
The fact that this slice samples all of the capsids centrally or almost so indicates that they are aligned quite precisely in the z-dimension. Presumably, this alignment
results from their being confined within an ice film whose thickness, ∼150 nm, as measured from the tomogram, is not much greater than the capsid diameter of
125 nm. Most of the capsids are oriented so that they are viewed along or close to a threefold axis of icosahedral symmetry; accordingly, they appear hexagonal in
outline, and their icosahedral facets are sampled in slices through the tomogram (not shown) parallel to this one and offset by ∼50 nm.
429G. Cardone et al. / Virology 361 (2007) 426–434tomograms used 3–4-fold higher electron doses, but this should
give, at most, a 2-fold reduction in noise and it is not clear that
the additional dose is entirely beneficial, in view of incipient
radiation damage—Conway et al., 1993.) This outcome was
somewhat surprising in view of the “dose fractionation
theorem” (Hegerl and Hoppe, 1976; McEwen et al., 1995)
which holds that the two approaches should yield similar
results. It has the encouraging implication that our current
reconstruction procedures do not fully exploit the information
present in the cryo-micrographs and significant improvements
are feasible.
The HSV-1 portal is externally mounted
Our analysis places the bulk of the UL6 portal mass on the
external surface of the floor layer, where it forms a protrusion of
approximately the same size as those of UL19 capsomers (Fig.
4). Our confidence in this assignment is based on the following
considerations: (i) if the UL6 protrusion were, in fact, on theinner surface, we should see it there consistently in individual
tomograms, as we readily see the similar-sized UL19 protru-
sions on the outer surface (Fig. 2); (ii) our correlation analysis
did not detect the portal at an interior radial position. In this
respect, the HSV-1 portal differs from the phage portals that
have been characterized to date, the bulk of whose masses are
located interior to the capsid shell (see Introduction). In view of
this trend and the many points of resemblance between the
HSV-1 capsid and those of tailed phages (see Introduction; and
Wikoff et al., 2000; Baker et al., 2005), we carried out two
further experiments to confirm our localization of the UL6
portal.
First, we performed a classification of the tomographic
vertex data, using as reference a solid cylinder of about the same
height and diameter as UL6 or phage portals of similar size,
mounted with one end flush with the floor layer and pointing
inwards (Fig. 5a). If the capsids were to have a vertex occupied
by an inwards-pointing portal, we expected this template to pick
them out. However, because the principal feature of the
Fig. 4. Structures of (a) portal and (b) non-portal vertices of HSV-1 A-capsids from cry
respective vertices. The adjacent hexamers of UL19 (H) and triplexes (T) are the
different. Below are shown tangential sections at levels B and C (as marked on the top
and below) is wider in the portal (a) than in the UL19 pentamer (b), and vice versa at t
portal. Bars=10 nm. Bottom panels—surface renderings of the regions around the tw
the UL19 pentamer. Two triplexes are designated with arrows (right panel).
Fig. 3. Central section through an averaged tomographic reconstruction of
A-capsids. 150 individual tomograms were mutually aligned, with their portal/
connector vertex (p/c) at the top, and averaged. Noise was further reduced by
5-fold averaging about the symmetry axis running vertically in the center of this
plane. The 12-fold rotational symmetry of the portal is amplified to 60-fold
symmetry by this operation: at the current resolution, this is tantamount to
cylindrical averaging about the local symmetry axis. Nevertheless, the average
distribution of density along this axis and perpendicular to it, at this vertex site,
are correctly conveyed. In these respects, this vertex site differs markedly from
the vertices (P) occupied by pentamers of UL19. Bar=20 nm.
Fig. 5. A UL19 pentamer-like external protrusion is present on the structure
yielded by a tomographic averaging experiment in which vertices were selected,
one per capsid, on the basis of their having density underlying the floor layer at
the vertex site. The reference template (a) was a uniform solid cylinder of 14 nm
in height and 10 nm in diameter, mounted with its top flush with the outer
surface of the floor layer. In each capsid, it should detect the vertex with the most
density in this region, regardless of what density there may be outside the floor.
(b) The resulting averaged vertex structure (central section). (c) Corresponding
section of a model with the UL6 portal seated in the floor layer and pointing
inwards. In panel (b), there is a faint annulus under the floor (arrow). This
density is much weaker than that in the shell, indicating substoichiometric
occupancy, and its apparent symmetry (left/right) results from the cylindrical
averaging that was performed to boost the signal-to-noise ratio. Bar=20 nm.
430 G. Cardone et al. / Virology 361 (2007) 426–434resulting averaged vertex is a large, UL19 pentamer-like,
external protrusion and there is only a faint annulus of density
on the inner surface of the floor (arrow in Fig. 5b, cf. Fig. 5c),
this experiment indicates that the portal is not internally
mounted, confirming the previous result. To explain the
annulus, we infer that some A-capsids were not entirely
empty and this classification template tended to pick outo-electron tomography. The top panels compare sagittal sections (A) through the
same in both cases, but the structures around the symmetry axis are markedly
panels). Note that the axial channel at the inner (floor) layer of the capsid (level B
he external surface (level C). Moreover, the external protrusion is narrower in the
o kinds of vertex are compared. The portal is surrounded by five triplexes, as is
431G. Cardone et al. / Virology 361 (2007) 426–434vertices with small amounts of material – most likely, residual
scaffolding protein – deposited on the capsid inner surface in
their general vicinity.
In a second control experiment, we used a different approach
that also allows one to visualize individual capsomers—freeze-
fracture electron microscopy (Fig. 6). The hypothesis that the
HSV-1 portal points inwards predicts that one vertex per capsid
should have on its outer surface a depression, lower than the
surrounding triplexes, instead of a protrusion. Metal replicas
were prepared in two ways: from fracturing pelleted capsids,
and from capsids adsorbed to mica flakes. The former
preparation should depict capsids in random orientations
whereas there is, in principle, a possibility that the portal
might adhere preferentially to the mica and therefore not be
represented in the replicas. Of 77 vertices that were clearly
visualized in the former preparations, all were occupied by
protrusions comparable in size to adjacent hexon protrusions.
Similarly, 13 vertices visualized in the latter preparations all had
protrusions. Given random sampling of portal and non-portal
vertices in these experiments, the a priori probability that this
data set would fail to include a single portal vertex is 4×10−4,
i.e. (11/12)77 + 13. This result further supports the conclusion that
the portal vertex does indeed have a protrusion, as inferred from
the tomographic analysis.
Structural and functional diversification of portals
As the floor layer of the HSV-1 capsid is structurally similar
to tailed phage capsid shells, it is plausible that the portions of
the respective portals that traverse the capsid shells are also
structurally similar; however, other domains may differ. Noting
that HSV-1, unlike the phages, does not affix a tail at this site,
we conjecture that the externally exposed domains of the UL6
portal may be involved in other functions, such as docking of
the terminase for packaging (Yu and Weller, 1998; Wills et al.,
2006), or the binding of other proteins after packaging to ensure
that the genome remains stably encapsidated. Conversely,Fig. 6. Gallery of HSV-1 capsids presenting clearly defined vertices in electron mic
technique. Vertex sites are identifiable from being surrounded by five, rather than six
micrographs. Bar=25 nm.internal domains of some phage portals afford platforms for the
assembly of core proteins (Cerritelli et al., 2003; Agirrezabala
et al., 2005a; Jiang et al., 2006; Lander et al., 2006) which, in
some cases, are ejected from the phage head to participate in
the infection process (Kemp et al., 2005). There is, to date, no
evidence for such core proteins in herpesvirus capsids and,




B-capsids were isolated from Vero cells infected with HSV-1
KOS, as previously described (Sheaffer et al., 2000). Immuno-
labeling was performed according to Newcomb et al. (2001):
rabbit polyclonal antibodies raised against a chimeric protein
consisting of MBP fused to the C-terminal 298 amino acids of
UL6 (a gift of J. C. Baines, Cornell University), were used as a
primary UL6-specific antibody, followed by a gold-labeled
secondary antibody.
Cryo-electron microscopy and image reconstruction
Capsids were adsorbed to grids bearing continuous carbon
films and immuno-labeled as described above, and then vitrified
and observed on a CM200-FEG electron microscope (FEI,
Mahwah, NJ), according to Cheng et al. (2002). Micrographs
were recorded on film using low-dose procedures, at a
magnification of 38,000×. The defocus settings were such that
the first zeros of the contrast transfer function were at
∼ (2.5 nm)−1. Negatives were digitized on a SCAI scanner
(Z/I Imaging, Huntsville, AL) and binned three-fold to give
pixels of 0.55 nm at the specimen.
Particles were extracted and preprocessed with the X3D
program (Conway et al., 1993). Two versions of each file were
maintained: one original, and one with the gold beads paintedrographs of preparations made by the quick freeze/deep etch/rotary shadowing
, neighbors. There were protrusions at all the vertices observed in the full set of
432 G. Cardone et al. / Virology 361 (2007) 426–434out to the local background density. The gold beads were
detected automatically in Bshow (Heymann and Belnap, in
press). Geometrical parameters (Euler angles and origin
coordinates) were determined by applying EMPFT (Baker and
Cheng, 1996) to the gold bead-erased data. Icosahedral
reconstructions were calculated using EM3DR for both the
original and the gold bead-erased data, using the same
geometrical parameters in each case. Bsoft (Heymann and
Belnap, in press) was used for calculating asymmetric
reconstructions.
Cryo-electron tomography
A-capsids isolated from Vero cells infected with the KOS
strain of HSV-1 according to (Newcomb et al., 1993) were
mixed with a suspension of 10-nm BSA-gold particles (Aurion,
Wageningen, the Netherlands). These gold particles were
intended to serve as fiducial markers for aligning the projections
in tomographic tilt series. 4 μl drops were applied to grids
covered with holey carbon film, thinned by blotting with filter
paper, then plunged into liquid ethane and transferred into a
Gatan 626 cryoholder (Pleasanton, CA). Vitrified samples were
examined using a Tecnai-12 electron microscope (FEI, Hills-
boro, OR) equipped with a Gatan energy filter (GIF 2002). Tilt
series were acquired at a defocus of ∼4 μm and a final
magnification of 38,500 (pixel size, 0.78 nm) on a charge-
coupled device camera (2048×2048 pixels, Gatan). The angular
range covered was typically from −57° to +57° in increments of
1°. Data were recorded under low-dose conditions, using
SerialEM (Mastronarde, 2005) to perform automatic tilting,
predictive tracking, focusing and image acquisition. The
cumulative electron doses for complete tilt series were from 35
to 80 electrons/Å2.
Projections were aligned and tomograms calculated, using
IMOD (Kremer et al., 1996). Tomogram resolution was assessed
by the NLOO2D method as implemented in ELECTRA (Car-
done et al., 2005). For each tomogram, three particles were
selected and their resolutions were assessed at the threshold 0.3.
These three values were then averaged.
Image classification
After the gold particles were used to align the projections,
they were painted out to prevent them from degrading the
tomogram and the subsequent classification procedures. Their
locations in the tomograms were determined by cross-correla-
tion with a synthetic model of a gold particle, filtered in the
Fourier domain to take into account the missing wedge, and
their positions on projections were specified by appropriately
projecting these coordinates. The gold particles were then
painted out in the projections and a filtered tomogram was
calculated.
Capsids excised from the tomograms were brought into a
standard orientation by correlation alignment relative to a cryo-
EM density map of the A-capsid at 2 nm resolution (Cheng et al.,
2002). Twelve subvolumes, centered on the vertices and
including the five surrounding hexons, were then extractedfrom each capsid. The orientations of these subvolumes were
refined by aligning them relative to the corresponding
subvolume from the cryo-EM map. The cross-correlation
function used took into account the missing wedge in Fourier
space. Finally, a subvolume of 25×25×35 voxels centered on
the vertex capsomer, was extracted in each case. These data were
analyzed to identify the portal vertices by a template-matching
method. As reference, we used the cryo-EM structure of the
portal (Trus et al., 2004). Cross-products between a vertex
volume and the model were calculated from 2D representations
obtained by cylindrically averaging them around their central
(trans-vertex) axis. The latter operation (rotational averaging)
was performed in the Fourier domain, to exclude the spatial
frequencies in the missing wedge. For each capsid, the vertex
that gave the highest correlation was assigned as the portal
vertex. This procedure was performed for both orientations of
the model, and with the models at different radial positions
relative to the center of the capsid (N=15, radius from 55.4 to
66.3 nm). The radial position of the portal was specified by the
density map with the highest variance (Cantele et al., 2003). We
performed a control experiment with a computer-generated
geometric model composed of two separate solids that
summarized the overall shape of the portal: a hollow cylinder
with length 5 nm and radius 5 nm, mounted above a truncated
cone, 8 nm in length and 5 to 12 nm in radius. It led to essentially
the same structure. After the portal vertices were identified, the
capsids were rotated to bring the portal vertex into a standard
position, and averaged. To further improve the signal-to-noise
ratio, five-fold symmetry around the portal channel axis was
applied. The resolution of this map was determined by Fourier
Shell Correlation (0.3 threshold). Alignment and classification
procedures were performed with routines from Bsoft (Heymann
and Belnap, in press), modified as needed and wrapped into
Python scripts.
Freeze-fracture electron microscopy
Replicas were prepared either from cross-fractured capsid
pellets (Heuser, 1981) or from capsids adsorbed to mica flakes
(Heuser, 1989). Briefly, two drops of a suspension of finely
ground mica flakes are added to 0.5 ml of capsids at ∼2 mg/ml.
After 30 s incubation to allow adsorption, the mica flakes were
pelleted, washed twice with 70 mM KCl, 30 mM Hepes pH 7.2,
5 mMMgCl2, and 3 mM EGTA, then layered on to an 800-μm-
thick slice of aldehyde-fixed lung for support during ‘quick-
freezing’, which was accomplished by “smashing” the samples
onto a liquid helium-cooled copper block. The frozen slurry of
mica flakes was fractured in a Balzers freeze etching unit and
immediately etched for ∼3 min at −100 °C; then rotary-
replicated with ∼2 nm of platinum applied from an angle of 11°
above the horizontal and “backed” with a ∼10 nm film of
carbon. Replicas were separated from the mica flakes by
overnight flotation on a solution of concentrated hydrofluoric
acid and washed several times in distilled water, picked up on
75-mesh formvar-coated microscope grids and viewed in a
JEOL transmission electron microscope. Stereo images (not
shown) were obtained using ±10° of tilt.
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